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Abstract

We demonstrate the wireless conversion of frequency modulation to amplitude modulation by

radiofrequency resonators as means of accurately determining the resonance frequency of passive

acousto-electronic sensors. The emitted frequency-modulated radiofrequency pulses are generated

by a pulsed RADAR for probing a surface acoustic wave (SAW) based sensor. The sharp sign

transition of the amplitude modulated received signal provides a signal on which a feedback loop

is locked to monitor the resonance signal. The strategy is demonstrated using a full software

implementation on a generic hardware, resulting in 2-Hz resolution at 1 s integration time limited

by the proportional feedback loop.
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Introduction

We have demonstrated the working principles of a frequency sweep wireless network-

analyzer like strategy for identifying the resonance frequency of acoustic resonators used as

sensors [1]. The full software implementation of this strategy allows for innovative strategies

such as frequency hopping or adaptative frequency interrogation schemes as monitored by

a microcontroller defining the frequency generated by a radiofrequency Direct Digital Syn-

thesizer (DDS). Beyond identifying the resonance frequency of an acoustic sensor through

the maximum returned power, we here demonstrate the use of another functionality of the

DDS, namely the ability to generate a frequency modulated (FM) signal by sweeping an

internal RAM filled with user defined values for selecting the generated frequency. We

demonstrate the accuracy gain in resonance frequency measurement achieved by exploiting

a signed phase signal for keeping a feedback loop close to a null-returned signal through the

software implementation on the previously described hardware.

Basic principles

In a previous demonstration of the wireless interrogation of passive acoustic resonators

[1], we presented a strategy in which a fixed frequency comb is sequentially emitted, the

returned energy sampled, and the resulting transfer function is fitted to extract the resonance

frequency. We will refer to this technique as the “fixed comb” strategy.

A resonator acts, through its transfer function, as a frequency-to-amplitude modulation

converter [2, p.198]. Hence, by exciting a narrowband resonator away from its resonance

frequency with a signal frequency modulated at rate of ωm on one of of the resonance slopes,

the returned signal is an amplitude modulated at ωm. At resonance frequency, where the

first order coefficient for a polynomial development of the transfer function becomes null and

the second order coefficient becomes dominant, the frequency modulation at ωm becomes an

amplitude modulation at 2ωm, with a contribution at ωm close to zero. Above the resonance

frequency, the frequency modulation at ωm again becomes an amplitude modulation at

ωm, but this time with a 90o phase shift of the amplitude modulation with respect to the

frequency modulation signal compared to the previous case (Fig. 1) [3].
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Hardware architecture

The purpose of this experiment is a practical application for improving the accuracy of the

remote measurement of wireless passive radiofrequency (RF) sensors. As a reminder of the

hardware we use as embedded measurement setup, a central ARM7-based microcontroller

sequences all tasks for the wireless interrogation of passive acoustic sensors: a direct digital

synthesizer (DDS) is configured to generate a given frequency in the 34±0.85 MHz range,

which is mixed with a fixed frequency – PLL multiplied – 400 MHz oscillator. The resulting

band-pass filtered signal at 434±0.85 MHz is amplified and emitted through a duplexer.

Switching under microcontroller control to the receiving stage once the resonator is loaded,

the received signal is band-pass filtered, amplified and fed to a wideband RF-power detector

for digitization following an offset removal step and low-frequency amplification. Hence,

for each emitted frequency, a single magnitude response is recorded, representative of the

amount of energy stored in the resonator, i.e. how close the emitted frequency is to the

resonance frequency of the transducer.

Openloop characterization

We implemented this strategy using the hardware described above [1], as a full software

implementation:

� the internal RAM of the Direct Digital Synthesizer is filled with values describing the

sine-shaped evolution of the emitted frequency, i.e. a frequency modulated emission.

The frequency modulation deviation – also known as the modulation index B – is set

by programming the RAM with values spanning the wanted deviation. The speed at

which this RAM is swept, defined by a programmable internal counter, defines the

modulation carrier ωm.

� while the FM signal is continuously emitted, the switches connecting the antenna alter-

nately to the emission and reception circuits is controlled by the same microcontroller

used to program the DDS.

� the power-detector is periodically sampled as the switches are programmed since the

frequency modulated signal has been converted to an amplitude modulated signal.
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The received signal is then bandpass filtered at ωm, with removal of the DC component.

We observe however that the received signal is biased by a value function of the received

power: at resonance frequency, the ωm component is removed (since it is converted to a

solely 2ωm component) but a background offset induces additional signal processing: the

average value is subtracted in order to keep the resulting signal centered on the mid-scale

of the analog-to-digital converter scale.

Furthermore, the modulation frequency carrier and excursion must be set according to

some quantitative analysis. Let us consider an output signal y(t) evolving with the time t

as

y(t) = cos (ωc × t+B × sin(ωm × t))

where B is the modulation excursion, ωm is the modulation frequency and ωc is the carrier

frequency. The excursion is the easiest parameter to identify: it must be wide enough for

the signal to significantly sweep the resonance (i.e. at least a few kHz) without being larger

than the width at half height of the resonance peak, i.e. less than f0/Q with f0 ' 434 MHz

the resonance frequency of the sensor and Q ' 10000 its quality factor. The modulation

frequency must be set considering that each response sampling must be performed assuming

a quasi-static emitted signal loading the resonator. Considering the resonator parameters

we provided above, and since the decay time of a resonator is Q/π periods, each sampling

step requires loading the resonator during 3τ = Q/(π × f0) = 22 µs. The same delay is

needed during the signal reception step. In order for the resonator to observe a quasi-static

signal, we use a modulation carrier 1
10
× 1

2τ
' 4.5 kHz. The received signal is sampled using a

timer-defined periodic analog-to-digital conversion. The maximum allowed sampling speed,

due to the other computational requirements, is 16 kHz: the returned signal is recorded at

the rate of 4 to 5 points per period. We sample 10 periods for an accurate estimate of the

returned signal amplitude. Hence, each frequency sampling – and hence resonance frequency

feedback control loop update – requires about 2.2 ms.

The frequency demodulation would be expected to be restricted to a magnitude infor-

mation since the timer defining the dates at which the received signal is sampled is not

synchronized with the timer of the DDS defining how its internal RAM is swept. However,

since the same microcontroller triggers the start of the RAM sweep, we can identify which

sampled signal has been recorded as what instantaneous frequency was emitted. Hence, we

can extract a phase information, and generate a signed feedback signal (Fig. 2).
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The notch in the magnitude signal is replaced by a signed information which evolves

linearly close to the resonance. While a notch is difficult to track since it requires, for best

accuracy, a fine frequency tracking of the magnitude minimum, the linear signed magnitude

signal is usable for a feedback.

Hence, we can select which samples are used for detecting the amplitude at maximum

frequency modulation deviation, and extract the signed feedback signal for feeding a pro-

portional controller.

Closed loop frequency control

We successfully implemented a full digital electronics version of this strategy, with the

reference modulation signal implicit within the sweep rate of the look-up-table of the fre-

quency synthesizer. The digital Finite Impulse Response (FIR) band pass filter aims at

removing the DC component of the received signal and keep only the signal at ωm: the av-

erage received signal provides a rough estimate of the resonance frequency during an initial

sweep, consistent with the measurement obtained using the fixed frequency comb strategy.

Once the received average power is maximum, the control on the filtered signal keeps the

emitted signal centered on the resonance frequency with a standard deviation of 25 Hz,

limited by the stability of the resonator. We have demonstrated sub-10 Hz stability with a

resonator attached to a heat-sink (Fig. 3, right). Assuming for instance the same kind of

differential sensors as described in [1], with a measurement range from -20 to 160 oC, these

figures translate as some mK temperature measurement resolution, which is to the best of

our knowledge the best resolution ever obtained for wireless interrogation of SAW sensors

[4, 5]. The offset between the fixed comb method and FM strategies is discussed in [6].

The main drawbacks of this closed loop strategy is its reduced interrogation speed with

respect to the fixed frequency comb method since the FM signal must be sampled during

a few periods for phase identification: we have seen earlier that the modulation frequency

is limited by the quality factor of the resonator. Hence, the interrogation speed (and hence

measurement bandwidth) is reduced by a factor 10. The strategy is nevertheless an invalu-

able improvement for high resolution, low bandwidth, wireless measurements.

Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the standard deviation of the fixed frequency comb strategy

and the FM strategy as a function of the FM excursion. The fixed frequency comb method
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exhibits a constant standard deviation of 65±5 Hz during the 30 hours the experiment lasted.

The FM strategy exhibits an optimum excursion around 10 kHz, which happens to be an

optimum trade-off between immunity to magnitude measurement noise, while still staying

below one third of the width at half height of the resonance (Fig. 3, (a)). This optimum

value results in a noise level of about 1 Hz, more than one order of magnitude improvement

with respect to the fixed frequency comb method, yielding a relative stability of 2× 10−9 or

a temperature resolution in the sub-mK range (Fig. 3, (b)). For comparison, the Hewlett

Packard HP2830A oscillator used as reference in these measurements exhibits a noise level

of 1 mHz at 28 MHz, i.e. a relative stability of a few 10−11 at one second integration time,

meaning the ability to measure µK temperature variations.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated a strategy for interrogating acoustic resonators based on the can-

cellation of an amplitude modulated signal resulting from the conversion of the frequency

modulated emitted signal to an amplitude modulation by the transfer function of the res-

onator. A closed loop control of the emitted carrier frequency keeps the modulation fre-

quency component of the returned signal minimum: this strategy results in a 10-fold im-

provement of the resonance frequency identification with respect to a fixed frequency-step

magnitude envelope sampling and fit. This gain in resolution results however in a longer

interrogation time since the modulation frequency must be slow with respect to the response

time of the resonator, defined by its quality factor. Furthermore, the closed loop strategy

of tracking the zero-phase condition makes the use of this strategy difficult when the sensor

is only intermittently visible (e.g. rotating or moving object). Nevertheless, for a large

number of applications, the system performance allows for reaching better resolutions than

� (17 bit accuracy) over the whole measurement range.
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FIG. 1: Frequency to amplitude modulation through the transfer function of the resonator: at

resonance, the contribution at modulation pulsation ωm vanishes and the sole contribution to the

returned signal is at multiples of 2ωm. From left to right: when the slope of the transfer function

is rising, the emitted frequency modulated signal is recovered as an amplitude modulated signal.

At resonance frequency, the contribution at ωm vanishes. When the slope of the transfer function

is negative, the emitted signal at modulation frequency ωm is received as an amplitude modulated

signal at ωm but with phase inversion.
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FIG. 2: Openloop characterization – obtained using the tabletop setup [6] – of the magnitude of

the amplitude modulated signal at ωm = 10 kHz, and signed magnitude (phase). The signed (red)

amplitude is equal to the magnitude signal (blue) with the additional information of the received

amplitude modulated signal with respect to the emitted modulation signal. The feedback control

aims at keeping the phase information (red curve) close to 0.
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FIG. 3: (a) Comparison of the standard deviation of the frequency measurement of a resonator

located in a temperature-stabilized room and a 0.5 l oil bath, as a function of FM excursion.

These data were obtained using the embedded interrogation unit described in [1]. The resonator

is connected to the interrogation unit through a 26 dB attenuator, representative of typical radio

frequency propagation losses. Each experiment was performed multiple times and 3 representative

dataset were exploited here. The top series of curves are the measurement for a fixed frequency

comb (hence a result independent of FM excursion), and the bottom set of curves is obtained for the

FM method. Each standard deviation is computed on 20 minutes time series, or 7200 points since

the sampling rate is 6 Hz. Different colors distinguish successive iterations of the same experiment.

(b) The Allan deviation computed on the same datasets exhibits very different behaviors for the two

interrogation strategies. The fixed comb method is intrinsically inaccurate due to the parabolic

approximation of the resonance resulting from the magnitude measurements, and the accuracy

improves with longer averaging times. On the other hand, the FM strategy is very accurate on the

short term, but the time constant of the proportional feedback loop increases the noise level with

longer integration time. Furthermore, this high short term accuracy magnifies the dependency

with temperature fluctuations which could not be avoided with our crude stabilization setup. The

colors encode the nature of the strategy, but all the curves acquired with different FM excursions

were encoded with the same color since no significant difference was observed between the results.
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